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Paul College of Business & Economics Context

• UNH is the state’s flagship 
public university

• NH sits between the only 2 
states w/higher % white/white 
+ other populations (ME & VT)

• 2600 undergraduate business 
& economics students

• 400 graduate students in PCBE
• 100+ full-time faculty in PCBE
• About 15,000 students at UNH 

overall
• 48% in-state students



Multi-year journey
Spring 
2018

Paul College Diversity & Inclusion Working Group initiated
Curriculum principles are developed and shared with faculty

2018-19
Development of Pedagogy & Curriculum checklists
Data reported from content analysis of D & I in courses from 2 departments 

2019-20

2020-21

Library resource page of curricular materials launched & updated
New chief diversity officer; DEI goals are now part of evaluation metrics for all senior leaders

2021-22
Each department chair sets DEI goals; regular Exec. Comm. Agenda item
Funding secured for DEI Faculty Fellow with released time to champion curricular & pedagogical change

Checklists integrated into curriculum review process for new undergraduate courses



Data & resources both key



Carlson School of Management

Phil Miller
Assistant Dean MBA & MS Programs



Carlson School of Management –
University of Minnesota



Our academic environment

• A “federated” model of control with a high degree of unit, 
department and individual autonomy

• Programs influence, but do not control course creation and/or 
delivery

• Ex: If program sees an opportunity for a new course, it needs to 
engage appropriate dept(s), suggest rationale, negotiate etc.

• Even full curriculum reviews are staffed by representative faculty
• In practice, faculty defer to programs on administrative and 

narrow issues (think: “waivers”, credit requirements etc.)
• In practice faculty have stronger opinions about domain specific 

course content



A bit of situational context
• DE&I work was ongoing around the school with 

meaningful progress being made in many areas…
• …but curriculum and teaching were not moving very 

much. At least not at scale…the work was varied in 
focus and priority and it was difficult to get faculty’s 
attention. Some were deeply thoughtful, but most 
didn’t see how it related to their course.

• And then…



Never waste a crisis
• As we mourned and subsequently reflected, several 

efforts helped frame a path forward
• Better and more active listening to student voices
• A clearer and more focused message from the school to 

faculty
• Organization of schoolwide DE&I efforts

• Which led to a year of challenges and progress
• Senior faculty champion
• Started with a small and coherent group of faculty 

(FTMBA core)
• Facilitated thoughtful discussion and sharing of 

curriculum, audits/improvements, teaching methods
• School level training and workshops began, but… 
• New UG curriculum and required course “Race, Power & 

Justice in Business”
      



Where do we go from here?
• Curriculum

• Scaled syllabus/content audits across programs
• New course(s)

• Teaching
• School level inclusive classroom training
• Program level dialogue and work around curricular and 

co-curricular issues

• Community/School
• Enhanced sensing mechanisms (listening sessions, 

anonymous surveys etc.)
• New CDO for school & launch of Center for Diversity, 

Equity & inclusion in business as well as major campaign



Developing a Curriculum 
Assessment Tool

Jessica Holzer, PhD, MA
and

Krista Grajo, MA (candidate)



University of New Haven
• 6,961 Students, ~5,000 undergrads and ~1800 graduates
• 5 colleges:

– School of Health Sciences
– Tagliatela College of Engineering
– Henry C. Lee College of Criminal Justice and Forensic Science
– Pompea School of Business
– College of Arts and Sciences

• 29.5% of students identify as a member of an under-
represented group, 195 are military veterans, 9.4% are 
international students

• University is committed to recruiting and supporting first-
generation college students

https://www.newhaven.edu/about/facts-figures.php
https://www.newhaven.edu/news/blog/first-generation-students.php


Framework and approach

NERCHE Self-Assessment Framework

https://www.wpi.edu/sites/default/files/Project_Inclusion_NERCHE_Rubric-Self-Assessment-2016.pdf


Goals of the Curriculum Assessment

Faculty-oriented

Captures implicit and explicit curriculum

Evidence-based to the greatest possible degree

Self-reflective

Opportunities for faculty to share best practices

Establish a baseline and resources from which to grow



Using Pre-Existing Resources
• University of New Hampshire Checklists 

served as a starting point/framework-
– syllabus content
– in-class content

• Literature review for DEI curriculum 
assessment resources

• Reviewed Teaching Excellence resources 
internally and across leading universities 
– Identified normative practices
– Incorporated practices as measures where 

possible



Curriculum Assessment Elements
Instructor Experiences
• Prior trainings

Syllabus Content

Classroom Content
• Inclusive environments

In Class Content



In Class Content Elements

Case studies Example questions Flipped classroom

Guest speakers Lectures Service-learning

Simulations
Project-based 

learning (individual 
or group)

Videos

Other



Review Process
• Reviewed with DEIB Experts and Reps. on Campus

– Carrie Robinson, Director of Myatt Center for Diversity and Inclusion
– Dr. Ophelie Rowe-Allen, Dean of Students
– Dr. Danielle Cooper, Campus Climate Survey Administrator
– Dr. Maria-Isabel Carnasciali, Asst. Provost for Program Assessment 

and Effectiveness
– Yevgeniya Rivers, Interim Director of the Center for Teaching 

Excellence

• Reviewed with Deans and Associate Deans of 
Health Sciences and Engineering schools (1st round 
of distribution)

• Reviewed by Deans Council and Provost Office



Collecting the Sample
Phase 1
• Deans identify high-impact courses

– Core curriculum
– Required for

• DEI committees weigh in
• Students, graduate and undergrad, make 

independent suggestions
Phase 2
• Open to any interested faculty member in a 

school



Upcoming Next Steps
Schools of Health Sciences and Engineering
• Phase 1 dissemination beginning now
• Phase 2 dissemination to follow in one 

month
Schools of Arts and Sciences, Business, and 
Criminal Justice
• Phase 1 begins late January 2022
• Phase 2 begins March 2022
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